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a b s t r a c t

The year 2004 marked the beginning of a new era in the design of metallic materials, as the

concept of multiple principal component alloys, commonly known as High-Entropy Alloys

(HEAs), was proposed by Cantor and Yeh. The unexpected single-phase microstructure,

instead of the expected brittle intermetallic compounds, was attributed to the large en-

tropy of mixing and immediately caught the attention of the scientific community. Today,

HEAs are considered important advanced materials and a broad range of alloys using

nominally the same design principle have been investigated. Despite that, the CrMnFeCoNi

(Cantor) alloy stands out as the most successful HEA due to its outstanding mechanical

properties and microstructure. In this scenario, variants of the Cantor alloy, named

medium-entropy alloys (MEAs), are gaining significant interest as they display a better

industrial potential than both HEAs and traditional alloys. These variants of the Cantor

alloy with only three or four main elements result in 15 possible combinations. The

microstructure of these alloys is discussed in terms of advanced characterization as well as

thermodynamic parameters and computational simulation. Their phase stability is

addressed over a wide range of temperatures and strain rates. The mechanical properties,

especially the fracture toughness, of the CrFeCoNi and CrCoNi alloys have been reported to

be even superior to those of the Cantor alloy and most modern engineering alloys. This is

associated with the formation of a continuous sequence of strengthening mechanisms,

including hierarchical twin networks, which serve to prolong the strain hardening. The

present article reviews and critically assesses, for the first time, recent advances in these

Cantor-derived MEAs.

© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Fig. 1 e Evolution of the number of publications by year

regarding the keywords “HEAs”, “MPEAs”, and “CCAs”

according to Scopus database.
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1. Introduction

In 2004, the Materials Science field took a major step towards

the unknown hyper-dimensional composition space through

the development of a new strategy for designing metallic al-

loys. Historically, metallic alloys were made with one or two

principal elements combined with several minor alloying el-

ements that were added in concentrations as low as few

atomic percent to enhance the properties of thematerial. This

basic strategy persisted for a long time and led to the devel-

opment of a broad range of well-known engineeringmaterials

such as: bronze, steels, aluminum alloys, stainless steels, ti-

tanium alloys, nickel alloys and many others. This strategy

stimulated the development by the scientific community of

the foundational knowledge of physical metallurgy, phase

diagrams, mechanical behavior, and microstructure of

metallic alloys, which are the basis of materials science en-

gineering. In principle, the development of alloys using this

approach is predicated on the avoidance of complex micro-

structures and the precipitation of intermetallic compounds,

which can result in compromised mechanical behavior. The

formation of extraneous phases, such as Laves, Sigma, Chi, is

also an undesirable presence. Indeed, when the concentration

of minor elements is generally increased, the occurrence of

intermetallic compounds and phases is often observed. Thus,

the microstructural and chemical complexity of the alloy is

also increased, as for example seen in TWIP and TRIP steels or

in titanium alloys with a higher content of Mo and W, in

comparison to traditional alloys. In this regard, He et al. [1]

showed that the development of metallic materials over the

ages followed a trend of increasing chemical alloy complexity,

an approach which in many cases has resulted in the

enhancement of properties.

The traditional design approach, however, was about to

change when two research groups, one from the University of

Oxford in England and the other at the National Tsinghua

University in Taiwan, independently proposed a new strategy

based on the notion of multiple principal elements to design

metallic alloys. Cantor revealed in a lecture in 2017 that he

already had the paper on such alloys [2] sitting on his drawer

for over a decade. It is also known that Yeh had already

wondered about this possibility in the late 1990's, but it was a

series of theses that resulted in his five publications in 2004

[3e7]. The 2004 Cantor et al. and Yeh et al. papers officially

initiated a new era of this strategy for metallic alloys. Cantor

et al.‘s [2] objective was to “investigate the unexplored central

region of multicomponent alloy phase space.” They initially

investigated alloys with 16 and 20 main elemental constitu-

ents, but both of these alloys were shown to be multiphase

and brittle. However, a single face-centered cubic (fcc) primary

phase containing many elements but especially rich in Co, Cr,

Fe, Mn, and Ni caught their attention. Accordingly, they

decided to further investigate the equiatomic five-element

alloy CrMnFeCoNi; this single-phase fcc alloy was to become

known as the Cantor alloy. The unexpected multicomponent

single phase instead of several intermetallic phases, as one

might anticipate, was exciting but was slow to gain much

attention of the scientific community. What could be missing

for this alloy strategy to become a hit in Materials Science
field? The answer came as a “catchy” name, which was pro-

posed by Yeh et al. [3]. He suggested that alloys with greater

number of principal elements would form random solid so-

lutions easier than intermetallic compounds during solidifi-

cation due to a higher configurational entropy. This statement

was later discouraged by Otto et al. [8] who pointed out that

the role of configurational entropy was non-predominant in

predicting if the alloy will form a thermodynamically stable

single-phase solid solution. Nevertheless, the “catchy” name

stayed: High-Entropy Alloys (HEAs).

The relevant questions raised in the following years were:

“What exactly are HEAs? How are they defined?”. The two

main ways to answer these questions are the composition-

and entropy-based definitions. The composition-based defi-

nition was proposed in the first concept paper about HEAs by

Yeh et al. [3]. The authors defined that HEAs should have at

least five principal elements and that these principal elements

would be considered those with atomic percentage between 5

and 35%. Such definition also dictated that no element should

exceed 35 at.% and that three different types of HEA systems

would be considered as possible: (i) one equimolar composi-

tion, (ii) several non-equimolar compositions, and (iii) com-

positions with minor additions of other elements. On the

other hand, the entropy definition states that HEAs as having

configurational entropy larger than 1.5R in the random-

solution state, where R is the gas constant [9]. At the same

time, those alloys exhibiting values between 1R and 1.5R

should be addressed as medium-entropy alloys (MEAs) and

those lower than 1R as low-entropy alloys (LEAs). Unfortu-

nately, these definitions, which we expected to enlighten the

HEA field, instead provoked more debate about the nature of

HEAs that lingers until today. Yeh [10], in his book devoted to

the physical metallurgy of HEAs, suggested that “even those

alloys close to any of the two definitions could be regarded as

HEAs.” With that, one finds papers that investigate alloys still

claimed to be HEAs but where the amount of one of the ele-

ments is higher than 35 at.% or where alloys have less than
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Fig. 2 e All the possible quaternary and ternary subsets of

alloys that are derivatives of the quinary CrMnFeCoNi

high-entropy (Cantor) alloy.
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five main elements. In addition, there are those researchers

that prefer to use other terms such as “multiple principal el-

ements alloys (MPEAs)” or “complex concentrated alloys

(CCAs)”, rather than HEAs. One might agree that this could

lead to somemisunderstanding about the subject. Miracle and

Senkov [11] addressed this issue as an “unproductive contro-

versy” since this discussion may draw away researchers’

attention from the potential scientific and practical benefits

hidden in the vastness of the hyper-dimensional composition

space. In fact, they are right about this “vastness of the hyper-

dimensional composition space” as a large number of works

have been published since the discovery of HEAs. Searching

the keywords “HEAs”, “MPEAs”, and “CCAs” in the main

research database, it is possible to verify the evolution of the

number of publications over the years as shown in Fig. 1.

This amazing number of publications includes studies that

investigate physical metallurgy, development of new com-

positions as well as physical properties, mechanical behavior,

and many other characteristics of HEAs. Several review pa-

pers were published over the years to keep up with the pub-

lished investigations but also to present some clarification

about the main concepts of the field [11e21].

The ripening knowledge about HEAs, achieved after 17

years since their first appearance, reveals that only a fewHEAs

actually exhibit single-phase microstructures. CrMnFeCoNi

[2], HfNbTaTiZr [22], and DyGdHoTbY [23] are, respectively,

classical fcc, body-centered cubic (bcc) and hexagonal close-

packed (hcp) single-phase HEAs. Zhang et al. [16] discussed

that, due to the rareness of single-phase HEAs, the research

focus on single-phase and more than five principal element

alloys has been changing in last few years. They suggest that

expanding the research scope of HEAs toward non-equimolar

complex phases will affect the classical definition of HEAs but

will also facilitate material design and development. This

change in approach is now referred as the second generation

of HEAs, where the alloy must be based on at least four main

elements and dual or complex phases are also accepted.

Indeed, this change of perception does bolster the develop-

ment of new alloys. Interstitial elements such as carbon, ox-

ygen, nitrogen, and boron have been introduced into HEAs to

enhance their mechanical properties [24e27]. For example,

Wang et al. [28] showed that carbon triggers the microband-

induced plasticity effect in a CrMnFeAlNi HEA by increasing

the lattice friction stress. Lei et al. [29] reported that in addi-

tion to interstitial strengthening effects, oxygen forms com-

plex structures in a TiZrHfNb alloy that promote double cross-

slip and dislocation multiplication via formation of

FrankeRead sources, associated with strain hardening during

deformation. The precipitation of hard intermetallic phases,

such as m, s and Laves also becomes a possibility for this new

generation of HEAs [30e32]. Twinning-induced plasticity

(TWIP) and transformation-induced plasticity (TRIP) effects

have been reported in non-equiatomic HEAs [33e36].

Despite the mindset change in research direction in recent

years with the second generation of HEAs, a rather “romantic”

approach for investigating HEAs continues to linger in

research papers, as the single-phase stability of the HEAs still

raises a lot of attention. The Cantor alloy still retains a special

place and continues to be one of the most investigated HEAs.

In this scenario, other MEA variants of the Cantor alloy started
attracting interest owing to the fact that many still displayed,

and sometimes exceeded, some of the exceptional charac-

teristics of HEAs. Additionally, these variants offer other ad-

vantages; they exhibit a better industrial potential due to ease

of manufacture and lower costs than either HEAs or several

traditional alloys, and academically they are far more

amenable to modeling using first-principles atomistic simu-

lations [37]. Indeed, the Cantor alloy appears to provide the

foundation of a large number of alloys. However, when

considering only medium-entropy equiatomic compositions

derived from the Cantor composition, there are only 15 pos-

sibilities. The objective of this brief review is to critically

assess recent research that discuss alloys that are derived

from the Cantor HEA but with only three or four main ele-

ments. The importance of such alloys presented herein lies in

their exceptional properties, microstructure, and potential

applications.
2. Medium-entropy alloys derived from the
CrMnFeCoNi system

2.1. Phase formation

Among the HEAs, the Cantor alloy is known as one of the few

to crystallize as a single-phase fcc solid solution and one that

displays a remarkable synergy in strength and ductility which

is progressively enhanced at cryogenic temperatures. Several

medium-entropy alloys (MEAs) have been produced based on

the combination of elements of the Cantor alloy: cobalt,

chromium, iron, manganese, and nickel. If only equiatomic

MEAs are considered with three or four main elements, then

as noted the possible combinations of elements are restricted

to 15 new alloys. However, if non-equiatomic configurations

are considered, then the number of different alloys becomes

unlimited. Considering four principal elements, five different

alloys can be identified, while for three main elements ten

possible combinations can be obtained. Figure 2 illustrates the

possible combinations for these equiatomic MEAs based on

the Cantor alloy.

One might wonder what is the lattice structure of these

alloys, since at room temperature the nickel is fcc, iron and

chromium are bcc, cobalt is hcp andmanganese crystallizes as

a-Mn. Yeh et al. [3] proposed that four core effects were used

to describe themicrostructure and properties of the HEAs. The

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.01.118
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Table 1 e Empirical parameters for phase prediction in HEAs.

Empirical parameter Formula Criterion

Entropy of mixing DSmix ¼ � R
P

ci ln ci HEA if DSmix�1.5R

MEA if 1�DSmix<1.5R
LEA if DSmix<1.0R

Enthalpy of mixing DHmix ¼ P
4uijcicj Solid solution phases formed if �20<DHmix<5 kJ/mol

U parameter U ¼ TmDSmix

jDHmixj
Solid solution phases formed if U�1.1

Atomic-size mismatch d ¼ 100%
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

cið1� r=rÞ2
q

Solid solution phases formed if d � 6.6%

VEC VEC ¼ P
ciVECi If VEC<6.87 bcc phases are stable, If VEC�8 fcc phases are stable

Pauling electronegativity difference DcPauling ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

ciðcPauling
i � cÞ2

q
If DcPauling> 0.133, tcp phases can be observed

Allen electronegativity difference DcAllen ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn
i¼1

cið1� cAllen
i =caÞ2

s
Only solid solution phases observed if 0.3< DcAllen<0.6
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(i) high entropy effect for thermodynamics; (ii) sluggish

diffusion effect for kinetics; (iii) severe lattice distortion effect

for structure; and (iv) a “cocktail” effect for properties. These

are core effects that contribute principally to the character-

ization of HEAs. In fact, these effects are also present in the

MEAs but were expected to influence to a lower degree [38].

Therefore, it is not hard to imagine that some of these MEAs

may not crystalize as a single fcc phase, as the Cantor alloy,

but as a multiphase material. Otto et al. [8], as earlier

mentioned, discounted the predominant role of mixing en-

tropy in the stabilization of single phase HEAs. Experimen-

tally, they found that when replacing each constituent

element of the Cantor alloy by another element, with a com-

parable room-temperature crystalline structure, size, and

electronegativity but still keeping the same mixing entropy,

multiple-phase structures were observed. Thus, this result

provides evidence that the mixing entropy may not be the

dominating factor for single-phase formation in multicom-

ponent alloys. One then may ask what are the dominant pa-

rameters for predicting the phase formation in these alloys?

Several researchers have addressed this issue by proposing

different empirical parameters for predicting such single-

phase solid-solution formation [39e48]. Some of these pa-

rameters are generalizations of the classical Hume-Rothery

rules that deal with the formation of binary alloys based on

atomic-size difference, electronegativity, and valence [49].

The atomic size mismatch (d) and the mixing enthalpy (DHmix)

were considered to play an important role in the phase for-

mation [50]. Subsequently, the DHmix parameter was replaced

by a thermodynamics-originated parameter [51,52]: this U

parameter represents a competition between the enthalpy

and entropy for single-phase stabilization. With the expecta-

tion of providing a more accurate prediction of whether the

alloy, for example, would be fcc or bcc, Guo et al. [53] investi-

gated the relevance of atomic bonding by the valence electron

concentration parameter (VEC). They found that fcc phases are

stable at higher VEC values while bcc phases are more likely to

stabilize with lower VEC.

Zhu et al. [54] investigated the prediction parameters for

phase formation in several alloys with respect to the addition
of a specific element to that alloy. It was verified that the

(CrFeCo) (100-x)Nix systemwas outside the solid-solution region

proposed by Zhang et al. [50] in the DHmix e d plot. Yet, when

x ¼ 20 the alloy is the equiatomic CrFeCoNi and forms a single

phase. They suggested that near-zero values of DHmix could

not be a necessary condition for the single-phase formation,

as the transition in the (CrFeCo) (100-x)Nix alloy system from a

multi-phase CrFeCo alloy to a single-phase CrFeCoNi occurs

despite the fact that DHmix becomes more negative from its

near-zero value. They also showed that for both alloy systems

(CrFeCo) (100-x)Nix and (MnFeCo) (100-x)Nix, the increase in Ni

content leads to the stabilization of the fcc structure. Pertinent

to this issue, Lyu et al. [55] addressed the effect of each

element in multicomponent alloys. They pointed out that Ni

has the ability to increase the production of the soft fcc phase,

which could also be noticed through the reduction in hard-

ness and increase in ductility.

Cui et al. [56] used several empirical criteria to determine

the phase stability of the MnFeCoNiTix system, with x ranging

from 0 up to 1. In particular, the Cantor-derived MEA MnFe-

CoNi alloy was considered where x ¼ 0. It was observed that

for all investigated conditions, the calculated values meet the

criteria for solid solution formation with DHmix in the range

from �20 to 5 kJ/mol [50] and the atomic size mismatch

d < 6.6%, as well as U � 1.1 [51]. This is in accordance with the

MnFeCoNi alloy, which is fcc and single phase; however, the

same cannot be said for the MnFeCoNiTi0.5 and

MnFeCoNiTi0.75 which were found to exhibit Laves phases in

addition to the fcc matrix phase. As these alloys should be fcc

and the VEC criterion [53] predicted otherwise, it is apparent

that the proposed criterion is questionable from the

perspective of predicting phase formation in these alloys.

Laves phases are one of the topologically closed packed (tcp)

phases and some elements, such as Co, Cu, Fe, Mo, Ni, Ti, V,

Nb and Si, can exhibit a marked tendency for forming such tcp

phases. To specifically address this latter issue in HEAs, Dong

et al. [57] proposed an alternative criterion by suggesting that

if the Pauling electronegativity difference (DcPauling) were

higher than 0.133, the tcp phases would be stable. Based on a

study of this criterion for some 70 HEAs, they observed that

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.01.118
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Fig. 3 e X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns and back-scattered electron (BSE) images of the five quaternary equiatomic Cantor-

derived MEAs, in the as-cast and homogenized condition. Adapted from [71].
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Fig. 4 e CrFeCoNi alloy microstructures (a) as-cast, (b) homogenized at 1200 �C for 24 h and (c) recrystallized by cold rolling

and annealing at 900 �C for 1 h. Adapted from [71].
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only alloys with appreciable amounts of elements that easily

form tcp phases would conform to their criterion; Al-

containing HEAs, for example, did not conform. However,

the Dong et al. [57] criterion is also not valid. As an example,

the calculated DcPauling for the MnFeCoNi alloys is 0.1429,

which would imply that it should form some tcp phases, but

this is in disagreement with experimental observations that

show that it forms a single phase fcc alloy [58].

One concludes that the parameters affecting the prediction

of phase formation in MEAs and HEAs are still somewhat

uncertain. It is becoming clear that no single parameter, or

combination of parameters, can precisely predict the phase

formation for all possible multicomponent alloys. The lack of

generalization might be associated with the understanding of

the core effects, especially the competition between the

thermodynamic parameters. The principal accepted and

widely used empirical parameters for phase formation in

multiple element alloys are summarized below in Table 1.

Another relevant aspect about phase formation, decom-

position, phase transition and thermal stability of these

MPEAs is the phenomenon of so-called “sluggish diffusion”. In

a recent review, Divinski et al. [59] analyzed results on both

tracer and interdiffusion measurements and concluded that

the idea of sluggish diffusion might be seen as ambiguous as

the diffusion behavior would be strongly dependent on the

element, matrix, and element concentration. The rather

limited experimental information on diffusion transport in

such alloys, especially for diffusion along grain and/or phase

boundaries and/or for those alloys that do not crystallize as a

single-phase fcc lattice, would also be relevant. Determination

of diffusion coefficients in HEAs may be considered as a

complex task due to a large number of components and

limited number of systems which are stable enough to enable

the long-term annealing necessary to conduct diffusion ex-

periments. So far, three methods have been used to assess

diffusivity in HEAs: radiotracer experiments [60e63], a quasi-

binary approach [64e67], and optimization methods [68].

Vaidya et al. [69] were the first to measure diffusion along

grain boundaries of Ni in chemically homogeneous CrFeCoNi

MEA and CrMnFeCoNi HEA by radiotracer analysis using the
63Ni isotope. CrMnFeCoNi exhibited a lower grain boundary

diffusivity than the CrFeCoNi MEAs, but only below 1073 �C;
this trend, however, was reversed with increase in
temperature. The effects on the enthalpy and to the melting

point by the addition of Mn corroborates with the hypothesis

that increasing the number of elements alone does not lower

the diffusion rates of the alloy. Instead, the nature of the

element constituents plays a prime role. Similar in-

vestigations using radiotracer techniques were performed by

Gaertner et al. [70] for both the CrFeCoNi and CrMnFeCoNi

alloys to determine the tracer diffusion of all constituent el-

ements at 1100 �C. The components exhibited significantly

different diffusion rates, with Mn being the fastest element

and Ni and Co being the slowest. Kucza et al. [68] used a

combinatorial approach to determine the tracer diffusivities

in a MnFeCoNi MEA. From the experimental results on the

CrMnFeCoNi Cantor alloy at 1077 �C, they were able to predict

the diffusion profile in the quaternary alloy, which indicated

that the differences in diffusion kinetics between a five and

four component system were practically negligible.

2.2. Microstructure

With an objective to better understand the possible formation

of MEAs from the quinary CrMnFeCoNi HEA, Wu et al. [71]

published an innovative report on the crystallization micro-

structure of quaternary, ternary and even binary alloys based

on their constituents. Figure 3 presents scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) images of the quaternary alloys as well as

the corresponding X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra. These al-

loys were prepared by arc melting using high-purity elements

(>99.9% pure) and further homogenized in the range from

1100 to 1200 �C. Three compositions were found to be fcc

(CrFeCoNi, MnFeCoNi, and CrMnCoNi), whereas the other two

were described as being multiphase (CrMnFeNi and

CrMnFeCo), as shown in Fig. 3.

The CrFeCoNi alloy has a single-phase fcc structure with a

typical coarse as-cast microstructure, which could be associ-

ated with the arcmelting process and homogenization (Fig. 3).

This is one of the main reported Cantor-derived quaternaries

MEAsdue to itsexcellentcombinationof strengthandductility,

as will be further discussed. The microstructure of this alloy

can be modified by different processing procedures. Wu et al.

[71], investigated themicrostructural evolutionduring casting,

homogenization, cold rolling, and annealing of the CrFeCoNi

alloy. It was shown that the as-cast microstructure consists of

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.01.118
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Fig. 5 e SEM micrographs of the CrMnFeNi alloy indicating the Cr-rich phase in the matrix (a) and (b); EBSD pole figure map

displaying that the base material contains face-centered cubic (fcc) grains with Cr-rich body-centered cubic (bcc) grains

throughout the specimen (c). Adapted from [75].
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large elongated grains extending from the edges to the center,

which were the result of the heat flow direction during solidi-

fication (Fig. 4 (a)). After homogenization at 1200 �C for 24 h, the

elongated grains near the center of the casting were replaced

bymore equiaxedgrains (Fig. 4 (b)). Thealloywas subsequently

rolled at room temperature in steps from 12.7 to 1.0 mm,

without cross-rolling or intermediate annealing,which led to a

major reduction in grain size. Further annealing at 900 �C
produced a fully recrystallized microstructure composed of

equiaxed grains with a high concentration of annealing twins

(Fig. 4 (c)).

Other fcc quaternary MnFeCoNi and CrMnCoNi MEAs were

also investigated by Wu et al. [72] and Ondicho et al. [73].

These CrMnCoNi and MnFeCoNi alloys were shown to exhibit

recrystallized microstructures with equiaxed grains with

mean size of 36 and 48 mm, respectively, similar to that

observed for the CrFeCoNi alloy. Additionally, they reported

on the influence of adding up to 60 at.% Fe to the CrMnCoNi,

where they found that a single-phase fcc structure could be

obtained after annealing at 900 �C for 2 h for the higher Fe

content.

As for the non-single phase quaternary alloys CrMnFeCo

and CrMnFeNi, no further information was given by Wu et al.

[71] (Fig. 3). Kiran Kumar et al. [74] claimed that the equiatomic

CrMnFeNi was not single-phase; to obtain a single-phase fcc

alloy, they suggested that a non-equiatomic composition such

as Cr18Mn27 Fe27Ni28 should be investigated, as the higher

amount of Cr would promote the appearance of bcc Cr-rich or

s-phases [55]. Indeed, it was shown that this non-equiatomic

alloy was single-phase fcc, although there was still a lack of

confirmation about the equiatomic CrMnFeNi composition.

Gigax et al. [75] recently investigated an equiatomic CrMnFeNi

alloy, which was prepared by casting and then consolidation

via hot isostatic pressing (the HIP parameters were 100 MPa
pressure at 1200 �C for 4 h). The microstructure of this alloy

was found to consist of fcc and bcc Cr-rich grains, with average

sizes of, respectively, 232 and 9 mm (Fig. 5).

The other non-single phase quaternary alloy, CrMnFeCo,

was experimentally investigated by Bracq et al. [76]. The alloy

was processed by high-frequency electromagnetic induction

melting, prior to annealing at 1000 �C and 1100 �C for up to 6

days under an inert atmosphere. XRD patterns showed that

the CrMnFeCo alloy is composed of fcc and s phases. In Fig. 6,

the two phases can be observed by SEM and electron back-

scatter diffraction (EBSD) maps. The average size of the fcc

grains was ~10 mm; they exhibited twins and the s phase. The

latter phase was shown to be Cr-rich (~33 at.%), while the fcc

phase exhibited a slightly Cr-depleted composition. At

1000 �C, the volume percentage of the s phase was 55%; by

raising the annealing temperature to 1100 �C, the fcc phase

became the majority phase at ~65%.

Laplanche et al. [77] investigated five ternary Cantor-

derived MEAs, namely CrCoNi, CrFeNi, FeCoNi, MnCoNi, and

MnFeNi, which were all produced by vacuum induction

melting using pure elements (purity �99.9 wt.%). The cast

ingotswere homogenized for 48 h at 1200 �C for the alloyswith

no Mn- content and at 1100 �C for the alloys with Mn in their

composition. Subsequently, the homogenized ingots were

processed by rotary swaging until the reduction in the ingot

diameter was equivalent to a true strain of 1.8. Finally, the

alloys were recrystallized by annealing for 1 h at 900 �C fol-

lowed by air cooling. Except for the ternary CrFeNi alloy, X-ray

diffraction patterns of the recrystallized MEAs showed that

the alloys were single-phase fcc structures with lattice pa-

rameters ranging from 0.357 nm in CrCoNi to 0.362 nm in

MnFeNi. The fact that the single-phase alloys exhibited

chemical homogeneity after the recrystallization may indi-

cate that their microstructure is representative of the high-

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.01.118
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Fig. 6 e CrMnFeCo alloy (a) Back-scattered electron SEM image of twinned fcc grain embedded in the s phase, (b) EBSD

mappings illustrating the volume fraction distribution of fcc phase (red) and s phase (blue), and (c) X-ray diffraction pattern.

Adapted from [76].
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temperature stable state. On the other hand, the CrFeNi alloy

was found to exhibit a dual-phase microstructure comprising

~95% fcc and ~5% bcc phases (Fig. 7).

Dark particles at the grain boundaries are noticeable in the

backscatter electron micrograph of the ternary CrFeNi alloy

(Fig. 7 (a)). The phase map in Fig. 7(b) reveals that these par-

ticles have a bcc structure and form at the grain boundaries of

the fcc phase. This suggested that the precipitation of the bcc

phase particles could restrain grain-boundary movement

during recrystallization, which is consistent with the smaller

grain size of this alloy compared to the other single-phase fcc

alloys investigated by Laplanche et al.. The fact that the

CrFeNi alloy exhibits a dual-phase structure was also reported

in ref. [71], although following homogenization these authors

observed it to be single-phase fcc. This study concluded that

the CrFeNi alloy was single-phase fcc for homogenization

temperatures above 927 �C, but below this temperature it

displayed a dual-phase (fcc þ bcc) structure.

The other possible equiatomic ternary MEAs, namely

CrFeCo, CrMnCo, MnFeCo, CrMnFe, and CrMnNi, were pre-

liminarily assessed by Wu et al. [71]. All these alloys were

found to be multi-phase in the as-homogenized condition for

temperatures in the range from 1050 up to 1200 �C. These
findings were shown to be in accordance with the phase
Fig. 7 e Microstructure of the CrFeNi dual-phase alloy. (a) Back-

indicates the longitudinal axis of the recrystallized rod and (b) EB

and bcc phases, respectively. Adapted from [77].
stability information obtained from phase diagram calcula-

tions for ternary alloys. Nevertheless, the use of simulation for

understanding the microstructure and phase stability of

multicomponent alloys with more than three main elements

is still an endeavor in progress that demands some degree of

prudence; this is discussed below in Section 2.2.3.

2.2.1. Long- and short-range order
Recently, the randomness of the distribution of elements and

its influence in these concentrated solid-solution alloys have

been questioned. Lucas et al. [78] discussed the absence of a

long-range chemical order (LRO) in the CrFeCoNi MEA. This

phenomenon was investigated by anomalous X-ray diffrac-

tion (XRD) and neutron scattering measurements on samples

in different conditions (quenched and aged) after homogeni-

zation at 1000 �C for 1 h. They compared the results of the

MEAs with a binary FeNi3, treated under the same conditions.

The XRD spectra of the investigatedmaterials are presented in

Fig. 8. The annealed FeNi3 alloy exhibited an ordered structure

that can be identified by superlattice reflections. This char-

acteristic was not observed for the quenched FeNi3, which is

known to exhibit a disordered structure. Similarly, the CrFe-

CoNi XRD spectra presented a pattern of disordered FeNi3 for

both heat treatment conditions. Nevertheless, Lucas et al. [78]
scattered electron SEM micrograph where the white arrow

SD phase map where the red and yellow colors indicate fcc

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.01.118
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Fig. 8 e Anomalous x-ray diffraction for (a) annealed FeNi3, (b) quenched FeNi3, (c) annealed CrFeCoNi, and (d) quenched

CrFeCoNi. Superlattice reflections indicative of local chemical ordering are denoted with an “s”. Adapted from [78].
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suggested that despite the lack of LRO, short-range chemical

order (SRO) may be present. SRO can be understood as the

correlation at small distances between chemical occupations

of the atomic positions in the average crystal structure of the

alloy, forming preferential inter-atomic neighborhoods. From

a thermodynamic point of view, the driving force for this

arrangement in multi-components alloys may have several

causes: (i) fluctuation in the local strain; (ii) bonding state; or

(iii) even electronic and magnetic interactions [79]. For solid-

solution alloys, the effect of SRO on strengthening has been

historically envisioned through the formation of either atomic

pairs, triplets, or clusters, due to solute/solute interactions.

These clusters can be considered as new, independent, and

randomly distributed species that can interact with the dis-

locations, and thus play an important role in the mechanical

and physical properties of alloys [80]. In fact, Ding et al. [81]

performed a Density Functional Theory Monte Carlo-based

study that demonstrated that chemical short-range order is

thermodynamically favored in CrCoNi alloy and has a marked

effect on the stacking fault energy. They further suggested

that it could be tuned to affect themechanical behavior of this

alloy.

Ma et al. [82] recognized that characterizing SRO may be

extremely difficult due to the chemical complexity induced by

the multi-principal element approach in medium- or high-

entropy alloys. Nevertheless, Zhang et al. [83] reported

experimental observations, using energy-filtered
Fig. 9 e XRD patterns for SPS (a) FeCoNi and (b) CrFeCoNi alloy un
transmission electron microscopy, of structural features that

were associated with SRO in the CrCoNi MEA. CrCoNi speci-

mens homogenized at 1200 �C and then aged at 1000 �C for

120 h followed by slow furnace cooling. They concluded that

high-temperature aging leads to the formation of appreciable

SRO in the CrCoNi MEAs. An increase of approximately 25% in

the yield strength and an increment on the nanoindentation

hardness were reported, which were attributed to SRO. Zhang

et al. [83] suggested that despite lattice distortion and stacking

fault energy (SFE) being widely proposed to explain the

exceptional mechanical properties of the CrCoNi MEA [3,20],

the SRO may be associated with changes in the static atomic

displacements. Thus, it could represent a strong effect on

dislocation plasticity which can be understood as atomic level

tailoring of the alloy. Therefore, SRO is a critical feature for

MEAs and tuning its degree might be considered an effective

way for optimizing the mechanical properties of these alloys,

as will be discussed in Section 2.3.2.

2.2.2. Microstructural evolution
The knowledge of phase stability inmulti-component alloys is

technologically relevant for applications over a wide range of

temperatures where the decomposition into multiple phases

can lead tomodification of themechanical properties [84]. The

CrMnFeCoNi HEA has been shown to maintain its single-

phase fcc crystalline structure over a large temperature

range from cryogenic values up to the melting point without
der different thermal exposure for 96 h. Adapted from [87].
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Fig. 10 e (a) Bright field TEM and (b) HRTEM images of the darker fringe in (a) of the CrFeCoNi alloy. The insets of (a) are

selected diffraction patterns of the darker fringes area, marked A, and the matrix, marked B. Adapted from [92].
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phase transformation [85]. Thus, one may expect that Cantor-

derived MEAs might also display this remarkable phase sta-

bility throughout a wide range of temperatures. However, this

should be regardedwith caution, since Otto et al. [86] observed

decomposition in the Cantor alloy after long thermal exposure

times.

Vaidya et al. [87] investigated the phase stability of the

FeCoNi and CrFeCoNi alloys. Figure 9 presents the XRD pat-

terns of these two alloys heat treated for 96 h at different

temperatures. This study concluded that the ternary FeCoNi

alloy exhibited a single fcc phase with uniform distribution of

elements and equiatomic composition, even after 96 h of heat

treatment throughout the temperature interval of

800�e1100 �C (Fig. 9 (a)). The high stability of the alloy was

related to the similar atomic sizes of the Co, Fe, and Ni as well

as the enhanced solid solution exhibited by their binary alloys

Co-Fe, Co-Ni, and Fe-Ni. For the quaternary CrFeCoNi, how-

ever, they observed an evolution of a Cr7C3 phase during heat

treatment. This phase was associated with the tendency of Cr

to form carbides during consolidation, whichwas possible due

to a source of carbon in the processing of the alloys [88]. The

carbon pick-up in mechanically alloyed powders was claimed

to provide the thermodynamic driving force for the Cr7C3

formation, as predicted by the Ellingham diagrams, with

reduced diffusion distances kinetically favoring the carbide

evolution by the Cr-depletion of the fcc phase. It was shown

that the Cr-carbide and Cr-oxide remained thermodynami-

cally stable during the heat treatment and that no phase

transformation of the fcc structure took place (Fig. 9 (b)).

Furthermore, Praveen et al. [88] also reported that the fine

distribution of Cr-rich carbides and Cr-rich oxides might

prevent grain growth even at high homologous temperatures

of ~0.68 of the melting temperature in this alloy. These are

interesting results, as many studies have chosen CrFeCoNi as

the basematerial for designing new alloys through the further

addition of alloying elements, with the expectation of many

potential applications [89,90]. It can therefore be concluded

that minor additions of alloying elements to CrFeCoNi do not

affect the phase stability of the base alloy.
Dahlborg et al. [91] investigated diffraction patterns of the

CrFeCoNi alloy using high-energy X-rays. Contrary to what

was expected, the as-cast alloy was found not to be single

phase, instead consisting of two fcc phaseswith a difference in

the lattice constant of 0.001 �A. Although they found that this

surprising dual-phase fcc structure was not affected by heat

treatment for 3 h at up to 1100 �C, there was concern whether

this might induce an instability in the alloy under certain

conditions. This motivated the study by He et al. [92] where

arc-melted CrFeCoNi ingots were examined after long-term

annealing at 750 �C for 800 h followed by water-quenching.

Their TEM analyses presented in Fig. 10 showed distinct evi-

dence of phase instability in CrFeCoNi after prolonged

annealing. Specifically, in the TEM bright field image in Fig. 10

(a), many regions with darker fringes can be seen. The insets

in this figure show the diffraction patterns of thematrix (inset

A), from the [001] zone axis, with a fcc crystalline structure,

and darker fringes (inset B), where two diffraction patterns

from the [011] zone axis are observed; the differences in lattice

parameter between the two crystals aremarked as yellow and

red. The red diffraction pattern could be identified as the

matrix, while the yellow one should be a new separate phase.

To further understand the phase separation, the lattice pa-

rameters of the two regions were characterized. The high-

resolution TEM image of the darker region is presented in

Fig. 10 (b); the inset shows the corresponding fast Fourier

transform (FFT) image, where it is possible to verify that the

darker region has the same crystalline structure as thematrix.

The lattice parameter of the darker region is 0.355 nm versus

0.366 nmmeasured from the diffraction pattern of the matrix.

The authors reported a difference in interplanar spacing of

(010) planes at different zones in the HRTEM, which they

associated with a 0.01 nm difference in lattice constant be-

tween the two phases and the absence of a clear phase

interface. Moreover, the dark fringes after the long anneal of

CrFeCoNi was attributed to decomposition, the initial stage of

phase separation. It was suggested that this composition

dissolution in the 750 �C annealed CrFeCoNi is similar to what

is commonly observed for clustering of GP zones in Al-Cu

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.01.118
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Fig. 11 e (a) Schematic illustration of the phase transformation mechanism from 12-layer ABC stacking to 6-layer ABAB and

6-layer ACAC stacking.; (b) a high-resolution STEM image illustrating 12 layers of hcp stacking including ABAB and ACAC

sequences of a CrFeCoNi MEA deformed at extremely low temperature, ¡268.8 �C. Adapted from [94].
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alloys. However, the long-term annealing is necessary to

observe the phase separation, which can be associated with

the large energy barrier or the small driving force for it to

evolve to a steady-state [93].

Lin et al. [94] also investigated the phase stability of the

CrFeCoNi alloy under processing and deformation conditions.

In this study, theCrFeCoNi single-phase fcc solid solution,with

anaveragegrainsizeof13mmandcompositionalhomogeneity,

wasmechanically tensile tested (at a strain rate of _ε ¼ 10�3s�1)

at 0�, �196� and �269 �C. The plastic deformation at room

temperaturewasdominatedbydislocationactivity, althougha

small amount of deformation twins was also observed. At

lower temperatures, the prominent microstructure morphol-

ogies were mainly characterized by extensive deformation

twinning. Furthermore, the deformation twin thickness pro-

gressively decreased with a decrease in the deformation tem-

perature, in spite of an increase in their total concentration.

Further investigation using HRTEM indicated the formation of

an hcp phase with the ABABAB stacking sequence and orien-

tation relationship of <110>FCC//< 1120 >HCP and {111}FCC//

(0001)HCP between the two phases. The fcc structure with the

ABCABC stacking sequence can be transformed into an hcp

structure with the AB stacking sequence by the glide of

Shockley partial dislocations. Figure 11 (a) illustrates how the

glide of one Shockley partial on adjacent {111} planes causes

the stacking sequence of the subsequent hcp lattice to change,

leading to the coexistence of two kinds of hcp stacking se-

quences. Figure 11 (b) showsaTEM imageof thismechanism in

theCrFeCoNi alloydeformedat�269 �C.Due to thenatureof fcc

and hcp lattices, the hcp structure can be readily transformed

locally from the fcc structure by introducing stacking faults

[95,96]. Therefore, it is clear that the stacking-fault energy (SFE)

ofmaterials,whichcanbeunderstoodas theenergyassociated

with the separationbetween twopartial dislocations [97], plays

a significant role in the fcc/hcp transformationasavery small

or negative SFE will favor this phenomenon. The SFE of the

CrFeCoNi MEA has been confirmed both experimentally and

theoretically to be around 20e25 mJ/m2 [98e100]; alloys with

such a low SFE are thus prone to display this transformation-

induced plasticity (TRIP) effect.

The ternary Cantor-derived MEAs FeCoNi and CrFeNi were

reported to exhibit a SFE of ~31 and ~60 mJ/m2 respectively
[98,101]. Nevertheless, the CrCoNi is the most promising

Cantor-derived alloy in terms of its low SFE. The SFE for this

alloy was found to be 18 ± 4 mJ/m2 [102,103], even though

negative values in the range from �48 up to �24 mJ/m2 have

beenpredicted for this alloy [99]. Consequently, this is themost

susceptible Cantor-derived alloy to exhibit a polymorphic

(fcc þ hcp) structure [37]. Indeed, Ma et al. [104] established the

high-strain-rate responseof theCrCoNialloy inHopkinson-bar

experiments. An excellent combination of high dynamic shear

yield strength as well as large uniform dynamic shear were

observed to be related with different phenomena such as high

density ofmultiple twins, stacking faults, Lomer-Cottrell locks,

andhcpphase transformation inside the grainsofCrCoNi alloy.

The evidence for thesephenomenawasobtainedbyHRTEM, as

shown in Fig. 12 (a) e (d).

Indeed, the stacking-fault energy (SFE) has a profound

effect on dislocation evolution, plastic deformation, and af-

fects deformation twinning as well as phase trans-

formations in alloys. Thus, the strain hardening of fccmetals

is to a large extent determined by the SFE Lomer-Cottrell

locks, shown in Fig. 12 (a), that are formed in the grain

interior due to the reaction of leading partials from two

different slip planes; as these are sessile dislocations, they

can stabilize dislocation networks and as such effectively

contribute to the effectiveness of strain hardening from their

capability to accumulate dislocations [105,106]. Moreover, in

Fig. 12 (b), one may notice nano-twinning creating a hierar-

chical twin network; the twin boundaries are barriers to

dislocation motion, thus enhancing strength, while both full

and partial dislocations can move easily along the bound-

aries and provide ductility [37,107,108]. As for the numerous

stacking faults seen on multiple {111} planes in the grain

interior, also observed in Fig. 12 (b), it is known that they also

contribute to the strain hardening of the alloy but to a lesser

degree than other mechanisms. The high density of stacking

faults can act as barriers to dislocation motion, accumu-

lating dislocations around them [109]. However, it is well

recognized that some of these mechanisms will contribute

more than others. As for the phase transition (Fig. 12 (c) and

(d)) they reported a TRIP effect from fcc to a lamellar hcp

phase at higher strain levels. It was suggested that this

transformation is occasionally observed due to the

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.01.118
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Fig. 12 e HREM images of the homogeneous shear deformation zone for the experiments conducted at cryogenic

temperature in a CrCoNi MEA: (a) twin boundaries (TBs), stacking faults (SFs) and dislocations at TBs; (b) Lomer-Cottrell (LeC)

locks; (c) high density of SFs and phase transformation to form hcp phase; (d) close-up view of the rectangle area in (c)

showing this hcp phase. Adapted from [104].
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successive formation and the overlapping of stacking faults

at every other {111} plane, which was shown to occur not

only for the CrCoNi alloy, but also to other alloys under large

strain levels [110e112].

2.2.3. Computer simulation and the development of HEAs
There is a growing use of simulations aimed at accelerating

development of new materials. Green et al. [113] named it the

Materials Genome Initiative, defined as an effort to introduce

new materials into the market faster and at lower cost, by

means of computational simulation, experimental database

development, and modeling. The mindset from experiment-

oriented research using the trial-and-error strategy toward

the simulation approachwill hopefully accelerate not only the

speed of discovery, but also development, production, and

applications of new materials [114,115]. It is well-known that

material simulation is widely used to predict properties and

microstructure, by modeling materials at different scales and

their characteristics in a qualitative and increasingly quanti-

tative manner. Zhang et al. [16] suggested that multi-

component alloys are good candidate materials that can

benefit from this approach for rapid development in the
coming years. Several calculation methods have been used to

better understand multi-components alloys, such as phase

diagram calculation (CALPHAD) [116,117], first-principles

density functional theory (DFT) [81,118e121], and molecular

dynamics (MD) [122e125].

In one of the first uses of the CALPHAD approach for the

calculation of phase-diagrams, Durga et al. [126] predicted the

stable phases, their relative amounts, and compositions in the

quaternary equiatomic Cantor-derived MEAs. They reported

that none of these alloys was expected to be single phase,

which has been experimentally shown to be wrong. In a more

recent CALPHAD microstructure prediction approach, Bracq

et al. [76] used the TCHEA1 database, which is a specific

database dedicated to HEAs, introduced by Thermo-Calc [127],

and compared the experimental with calculated microstruc-

tures for several HEAs. Among those, the CrMnFeCo and

CrMnFeNi alloys, which were predicted to be multiphase,

were investigated. The calculated phases for the CrMnFeNi

were fcc þ bcc for both annealing conditions at 1000 �C and

1100 �C for 6 days. However, experimental results revealed

that for the lower annealing temperature a s phase can be

identified. The authors suggested that the long annealing time

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.01.118
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Fig. 13 e Calphad method and the TCHEA1 database for the prediction of the (a) CrMnFeNi-Co, (b) CrFeCoNi-Mn, (c)

MnFeCoNi-Cr, (d) CrMnFeCo-Ni, and (e) CrMnCoNi-Fe phase diagrams. Adapted from [76].
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favored the formation of the s phase by diffusion. Indeed, the

calculated phase diagram (Fig. 13 (a)) indicates that the s

phase should only be stable for this composition at tempera-

tures below 787 �C. The same prediction was made for the

CrMnFeCo alloy where it was expected to be fcc þ bcc (Fig. 13

(b)), but an fcc þ s microstructure was observed instead. The

simulation approach was right in predicting a multiphase

material for these two alloys; however, the predicted phases

and their amount were not consistent with experimental in-

vestigations. On the other hand, the CALPHAD þ TCHEA1

predictions for the other quaternary Cantor-derived alloys,

shown in Fig. 13 (c)e(e), seem to be in good agreement as a

single-phase fcc structure was predicted. The CALPHAD

method and the TCHEA1 database were shown to describe the

existence domain of the fcc solid solution very reliably. This

could lead to the conclusion that qualitative information can

be drawn from this novel TCHEA1 database, as the results

seem much closer to what is experimentally observed.

Nevertheless, this should be evaluated carefully since the

formation of some phases, such as the s phase which can be

deleterious for the properties of HEAs [55], was not shown to

be easily predicted.
Thus, one should not rely solely on simulation results for

determining the microstructure of either quaternary or

quintenary alloys, as significant improvements in the TCHEA1

database and additional experimental work are required to

increase the confidence of this tool. This is in agreement with

Liu et al. [118], who discussed that although CALPHAD could

be employed for compositional design, the existing databases

mostly contain only binary and limited ternary alloy systems,

and a reliable database for higher-order alloy systems has not

as yet been established [128e130]. The bottom line here is

such approaches represented by a Materials Genome

approach are exceedingly useful in the prediction of ideal

compositions and phase equilibria, but the properties of many

of the alloys that we use today are determined by micro-

structure, often metastable microstructures, where such

computational approaches are often found lacking. As

appropriately quoted by Pickering and Jones [131]: “One can

envisage that rapid approaches might dismiss most steels

(had they not yet been discovered), due to their polymorphism

and tendency to form brittlemartensite when cooled quickly.”

First-principles calculations based on Schr€odinger's equa-

tion, such as Density Functional Theory (DFT) which use a set
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Fig. 14 e Mechanical properties of the CrCoNi alloy in the recrystallized condition (grain size of 5e50 mm). (a) Uniaxial

stress-strain curves showing the progressive increase in strength and ductility at cryogenic temperatures (293 K / 77 K); (b)

J-based resistance curves showing the corresponding increase in fracture toughness at cryogenic temperatures. Note at 77

K, the crack-initiation toughness is 273 MPa.m1/2 and the crack-growth toughness exceeds 400 MPa.m1/2. This alloy forms a

hierarchical twin network even at room temperature. Its exceptional toughness behavior is a result of a synergy of

deformation mechanisms which generate continuous strain hardening, by (c) the arrest of dislocation motion at twin

boundaries to promote strength, yet (d) easy motion of dissociated dislocations along these twin boundaries to promote

ductility. Adapted from [37,134].
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of approximations are a valuable complement to experiments

as they are accurate. But for HEAs, these calculations require

the use of exceptionally large supercells to ensure the random

distribution of the principal elements, demanding a huge

computational capability and increasing the risk of error.

Fernandez-Caballero et al. [132] used a hybrid combination of

cluster expansion and Monte Carlo simulations, which are

based on short-range ordering (SRO) and configuration en-

tropy, to predict that the CrMnFeNi alloy should be a single fcc

phase; however, this was also shown to be incorrect in

experimental investigations on this alloy [75].

2.3. Mechanical properties

Since its discovery, the Cantor alloy has been shown to exhibit

superior strength, ductility, and toughness over a wide range

of temperatures [85]. One therefore should expect that the

Cantor-derived MEAs might exhibit similar mechanical

properties. This section accordingly discusses their mechan-

ical properties and temperature dependence as well as the

recent strategies that are being used to achieve a superior

mechanical strength. It is important to mention, however,

that in a recent review George et al. [21] pointed out that

despite their high compositional complexity, most HEAs still

lack any extensive microstructural optimization studies; this

should also be considered when comparing the properties of

such multiple component alloys with other traditional alloys.
Indeed, we intend to address specific examples as we report

and compare the mechanical properties of these MEAs alloys.

Zhu et al. [54] compared the hardness of the CrMnFeCo,

CrMnFeMn, and CrMnFeCoNi alloys; both quaternary alloys

were shown to bemultiphase. The CrMnFeCo alloy exhibited a

hardness almost four times higher than CrMnFeNi. This is

possibly associated with the precipitation of the harder s

phase with its tetragonal structure.

Ma et al. [104] studied the dynamic deformation of CrCoNi

with different grain sizes and microstructures produced by

cold rolling and annealing at various temperatures.

Hopkinson-bar testing revealed a combination of high dy-

namic shear yield strength and large uniform dynamic shear

strain (prior to localization), which exceeded all other metals

and alloys reported so far. The combination of several mech-

anisms, such as grain refinement, high density of multiple

twins, stacking faults, Lomer-Cottrell locks and the trans-

formation of the fcc phase into an hcp phase, were claimed to

be responsible for the high dynamic shear properties

observed.

The superior mechanical properties exhibited by these

CrCoNi alloys, when compared to their “parent” Cantor alloy,

were discussed by Laplanche et al. [133]. They suggested that

in the early stages of plastic deformation, Shockley partials

are activated on the {111} planes. Thus, the ½ <110> dislo-

cations dissociate into 1/6 <112> dislocations. In addition, the

stacking-fault energy of the CrCoNi alloy, which is about 25%
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Table 2 e Properties of Cantor-derived MEAs investigated in this work in comparison to the CrMnFeCoNi HEA.

Alloy Microstructure Mechanical Properties SFE (mJ/m2)

sy (MPa) sUTS (MPa)) εf (%) Hardness (HV) KJIc (MPa.m1/2) E (GPa) G (GPa)

CrMnFeCoNi fcc single phase 200e350 550e650 60e80 145 217 202 80 30 ± 5

CrFeCoNi fcc single phase 320 600e660 27 134e150 e 214 86 27 ± 4

CrCoNi fcc single phase 430 800e880 73 198 208 235 90 18 ± 4

FeCoNi fcc single phase 190 320e470 28 115e124 e 175 68 70

CrMnFeNi multiphase 230 450 28 164 e 180 e e

MnCoNi fcc single phase 168 614 35 e e 191 79 e

MnFeNi fcc single phase 225 600 29 e e 177 77 e

CrMnFeCo multiphase 338 795 4.3 551 e e e e

MnFeCoNi fcc single phase 170 556 36 136e149 e e e e

CrMnCoNi fcc single phase 550 810 18 e e e e e

CrFeNi fcc single phase 160 e e 187 e 180e190 79 e

CrFeCo multiphase e e e 403 e e e e

MnFeCo multiphase e e e 170 e e e e

CrMnCo multiphase e e e e e e e e

CrMnNi multiphase e e e e e e e e

CrMnFe e e e e e e e e e

sy ¼ yield strength; sUTS ¼ ultimate tensile strength; εf ¼ strain at fracture; KJIc ¼ fracture toughness; E ¼ elastic modulus; G ¼ shear modulus;

SFE ¼ stacking-fault energy.
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lower than the Cantor alloy, favors the formation of a hier-

archical nano-twinning network. As mentioned above, twin

boundaries act as barriers to dislocation motion which result

in the strengthening of the alloy; however, both full and

partial dislocations are capable moving fast along the

boundaries, which favors the higher ductility of the CrCoNi

alloy [37].

Furthermore, Gludovatz et al. [134] showed that the

CrCoNi alloy displayed strength-toughness properties that

exceed those of most advanced alloys such as stainless

steels, nickel-based super alloys, and others HEAs. At room

temperature, the alloy exhibited a tensile strength of

~1 GPa, failure strain of approximately 70% and a KJIc frac-

ture toughness above 200 MPa m1/2; at cryogenic tempera-

tures, the strength levels reached above 1.3 GPa and failure

strains were ~90% with a KJIc fracture toughness of

275 MPa m1/2. This is shown in Fig. 14 (a) and (b) respectively

in terms of the uniaxial stress-strain curves and J-based

resistance (fracture toughness) curves of a recrystallized

CrCoNi alloy at temperatures between 0 �C down to �196 �C
[134]. It is somewhat remarkable that such excellent

strength, ductility and toughness, which ranks among the

best of any material, is achieved in a simple single-phase

equiaxed grain structure. The exceptional fracture tough-

ness, however, is simply a consequence of the deformation

mechanics in these alloys which have high lattice friction

yet a low SFE. This enables them to develop a sequence of

deformation mechanisms under increasing strain which

provides a continuous source of strain hardening [37]; this

obviously increases the strength but simultaneously in-

creases the tensile ductility by delaying any necking in-

stabilities. Accordingly, these alloys do not display any

strength/ductility trade-off as they can generate deforma-

tion mechanisms that promote strength, such as dislocation

arrest at grain and twin boundaries (Fig. 14 (c)), yet these

same twin boundaries can provide pathways for the motion

of dislocations to promote ductility (Fig. 14 (d)) [37]. This is
further enhanced at decreasing temperatures by the pre-

ponderance of deformation twinning and the TRIP phe-

nomenon to form the hcp epsilon martensite phase

(although the latter mechanism in excess can eventually

degrade the toughness of the alloy; the transformation-

induced deformation creates more strain hardening, but

the resultant epsilon martensite product phase is quite

brittle).

Table 2 summarizes several properties reported so far for

the Cantor derived MEAs as well as the CrMnFeCoNi alloy.

2.3.1. Temperature dependence
The influence of a wide range of temperatures on the yield

strength, ultimate tensile strength, and uniform elongation of

several Cantor-derived MEAs was addressed by Wu et al. [72].

Figure 15 summarizes these properties. The strength de-

creases with the increase of temperature and, consequently,

the maximum values are observed at cryogenic temperature.

Gludovatz et al. [134] pointed out the non-linearity between

solid-solution hardening and increased number of main ele-

ments, as higher values were attained for the ternary CrCoNi

MEAs. This indicates that not only the number of main ele-

ments, but also the type of added elements plays a major role

in the strength of these alloys as it may be observed for the Cr-

containing alloys.

Tsai et al. [135] reported serration behavior on the stress-

strain curves, i.e., the Portevin-Le Chatelier effect, for the

FeCoNi and CrFeCoNi as well as CrMnFeCoNi, alloys in uni-

axial tensile tests at strain rates from 10�5 to 10�2 s�1 and

temperature range from room temperature up to 700 �C. Un-

like the traditional Portevin-Le Chatelier effect, where the

interstitial atoms play a crucial role, local dislocation-core

diffusion of substitutional solutes was proposed to be

responsible for dislocations pinning in these alloys (Fig. 16).

The higher temperature range observed for this phenomenon,

above 300 �C, is corroborated by the rearrangement of solute

atoms at or near the dislocation cores.
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Fig. 15 e Temperature dependence of the mechanical properties of different variants of the CrMnFeCoNi alloy: (a) 0.2% offset

yield stress, (b) UTS, and (c) uniform elongation to fracture. Adapted from [72].
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2.3.2. High strain-rate behavior
Understanding the plastic deformation processes in HEA and

MEAs as the strain rates are increased from quasi-static to

high is considered critical for the structural application of

such materials [136]. Sharma et al. [137] discussed that the

knowledge of high-strain deformation is fundamental for

applications where strain rates higher than ~102 s�1 are

encountered, which includes lightweight armor materials,

blast impact of debris on aircraft panels, satellites, or space-

craft, as well as high-speed machining, all of which might be

seen as relevant opportunities for the use of MEAs and HEAs.

As discussed in the previous section, the deformation

behavior in Cantor-derivedMEAs under quasi-static loading at

strain-rates as low as 10�2 to 10�4 s�1 reveals the predominant

contributions of slip and twinning mechanisms [134,138,139].

Understanding the deformation behavior at strain rates

higher than 102 s�1 is a complex task due to the localized

strain accumulating along the adiabatic shear bands [140]. In

this context, Li et al. [112,141] were the first to examine the

dynamic mechanical behavior and shear localization of the

Al0.3CoCrFeNi and CrMnFeCoNi HEAs. They reported that the

high strain-hardening ability, enabled by solid-solution

hardening, forest dislocation hardening and twinning hard-

ening, the high strain-rate sensitivity and modest thermal

softening of the Al0.3CoCrFeNi HEA all contributed to the high

resistance to shear localization. They also observed for the

Cantor alloy that the same combination of the excellent

strain-hardening ability and general thermal-softening effect
gives rise to remarkable resistance to shear localization.

Similar to the Al0.3CoCrFeNi HEA, the high strain-hardening

rate was attributed to solid-solution hardening, cutting for-

est dislocations, and twinning hardening. Further in-

vestigations using a split Hopkinson pressure bar were

performed on a CrFeNi MEA by Fu et al. [142]; they disclosed

the outstanding strain-hardening of the alloy and strain-rate

sensitivity (SRS), which caused the appearance of adiabatic

shear bands only for shear deformations of ~14.5; an

enhancement in the yield stress to over 1300 MPa in com-

parison to the 667MPa under quasi-static conditions, was also

measured. They also observed that microvoids preferentially

nucleate in the core areas of the shear band where the local-

ized strain is concentrated, and where the temperature is

high. These microvoids form microcracks as the shear strain

increases; finally, the microcracks evolve into a regional crack

which leads to the rapid fracture of the shear band. CrCoNi

[143] and CrFeCoNi [144] were some other Cantor-derived

MEAs investigated using the Split-Hopkinson bar experiment

approach.

Shabani et al. [145] investigated the dynamic behavior of

CrFeCoNi at tensile _ε ¼ 102 to 103s�1, using a modified Hop-

kinson bar. They observed that the dominant deformation

mechanism shifted from dislocation slip at lower strain rates

to the addition of deformation by nano-twinning at high

strain rates. The strain-rate sensitivity of the flow stress (SRS)

was found to be equal to 0.048. The positive value of SRS

suggests that the mechanical properties might be improved

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.01.118
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Fig. 16 e Schematic illustration showing different stages of atomic configurations for pinning during the dislocation motion

in the CrMnFeCoNi alloy by the followingmechanism; if the solute atoms in the dashed circle represent the dislocation core:

1st step: the dislocation encounters an obstacle; 2nd step: solute atoms at the dislocation core rearrange in situ to a lower the

strain-energy level and thus pin the dislocation; 3rd step: the new position of the dislocation after being released from its

atmosphere and then overcoming the obstacle under an increased stress. (b) Stress-strain curves obtained from tensile

testing at the strain rate of 10¡4/s of FeCoNi, CrFeCoNi and CrMnFeCoNi. Adapted from [135].
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with increase in the strain rate. A high SRS could be associated

with the distorted lattice of this alloy as well as with thermally

activated mechanisms [146,147]. These findings were corrob-

orated by Gao et al. [148], who in addition to split-Hopkinson

experiments in tension used an artificial neural network

simulation to validate their results.

Recently, it was shown that under certain conditions, high-

strain rates can lead to amorphization in shear bands that

arise during deformation. Zhao et al. [149] subjected an

equiatomic CrMnFeCoNi to severe plastic deformation to

investigate the subsequent modes of shear dynamic defor-

mation. They observed a dense structure which included

stacking faults, twins, and fcc / hcp phase transformation, as

well as islands of amorphous material. Amorphization was

proposed as a final stage of a sequence of sequential defor-

mation mechanisms for the Cantor alloy subjected to

increasing degrees of deformation. As many of these phe-

nomena under high strain rate have been associated with the

stacking-fault energy [150,151], it could be possible that alloys

such as CrCoNi or CrFeCoNi that display a lower stacking-fault

energy compared to the Cantor alloy (see Table 2) may also

exhibit amorphization bands under certain conditions. In fact,

recently Jian et al. [152] performed molecular dynamics sim-

ulations to investigate shock-induced amorphization in a

CrCoNi MEA. They showed that, at lower shock velocities

(Up ¼ 800 m/s), no amorphization occurred, and mechanisms
of dislocation slip and twinning dominate the plastic defor-

mation of the alloy. However, with the increase in the shock

velocity (Up ¼ 1000e1200 m/s), solid-state amorphization

became appreciable, whereas at ultra-high shock velocities

(Up ¼ 1400 m/s), extensive amorphization occurred, such that

by the end of the compression stage over 30% of the material

exhibited an amorphous structure.

2.3.3. Strategies to improve the mechanical properties of
cantor-derived MEAs
In addition to the remarkable microstructure and mechanical

properties exhibited by the Cantor-derivedMEAs shown in the

previous sections, several other strategies have been investi-

gated in recent years in order to achieve superior properties.

Tsai et al. [153] proposed that the multicomponent alloys

entered a different stage of development, where they are

usually designed to meet certain goals. Researchers have

carefully chosen components, deliberately introduced multi-

ple phases, and tailored microstructures. Here we discuss

such different strategies that have been used for Cantor-

derived MEAs, although in certain cases, this has resulted in

the shift from the equiatomic composition of these alloys.

However, modifications in the composition of an alloy, such

as adding interstitial elements and/or precipitating second

phases, can be a way to overcome the trade-off in strength

and ductility in certain equiatomic alloys [18,154e157].
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Fig. 17 e Microstructures of the additively manufactured HEAs (a, b) EBSD maps of undoped and N-doped CrFeCoNi,

respectively (c, d) Grain size distribution of the undoped and N-doped HEA, respectively. (e) TEM image showing the

dislocation networks at high magnification; the inset pattern confirms the single-phase fcc structure of the N-doped HEA. (f)

High-resolution TEM image showing the wall structure of dislocation networks in the N-doped alloy. Adapted from [160].
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Fig. 18 e Influence of the strengthening mechanism e precipitation strengthening vs. solid-solution hardening e on the

yield strength and ultimate tensile strength of various medium- and high-entropy alloys.
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2.3.3.1. Solid-solution strengthening. One issue with the

CrCoNi-based alloys is that, although they strain harden very

effectively, they often display a relatively low yield strength.

To counter this, the effect of interstitial atoms such as boron,

nitrogen, and carbon has been evaluated in some of Cantor-

derived MEAs in part to provide a source of initial hardening

[158e161]. Song et al. [160] claimed to overcome the strength-

ductility trade-off in CrFeCoNi alloys with and without N-

doping. They reported that the undoped alloy displayed a yield

strength of 520 MPa and a good tensile elongation of 27%.

However, the N-doped alloy exhibits a much higher yield

strength of ~650 MPa. Doping other HEAs with interstitial

atoms can strengthen these alloys without diminishing

ductility [162,163]. Surprisingly, the N-doped CrFeCoNi alloy

undergoes an increase in the tensile elongation up to 34%.

This can be reasoned to be associated with its complex het-

erogeneous hierarchical microstructure with the interstitial

nitrogen giving rise to a bimodal grain structure with low

angle boundaries, and dislocation networks (Fig. 17).
The effect of carbon and silicon additions was investigated

by Yang et al. in a CrMnFeCo alloy [161]. They verified that C-

and Si-doping were responsible for an enhancement of the

alloy's structural stability due to an increase in the SFE but also

for modifying the deformation mechanism from dislocation

slip to twinning under increasing strain. On the other hand,

Liu et al. [164] showed that C-doping of a CrFeCoNi alloy could

lead interdendritic segregation of Cr and C, resulting in grain-

boundary precipitation of M23C6 carbides as well as grain

refinement. It is clear that adding interstitial atoms such as C

or B enhances strengthening; however, these atomshave been

reasoned to activate other strengthening mechanisms and

could be used to induce SRO to further enhance the me-

chanical properties of these alloys [165].

Substitutional solid-solution strengthening is also

commonly found in Cantor-derived MEAs, especially the

CrFeCoNi alloy. Liu et al. [166] investigated the mechanical

behavior of CrFeCoNiMox (0.1 < x < 0.3). They observed that

lower amounts of Mo did not result in the precipitation of
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Fig. 19 e Schematic illustrations showing the effect of Ti and Al additions, as well as the aging conditions, associated with

the precipitate distribution and evolution in the CrFeCoNi MEA. Adapted from [193].
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second phases and the alloy was characterized to be fcc;

however, the Mo additions even in atomic concentrations as

low as 2.44 at.% were able to produce an increase of both the

yield strength and tensile strength without compromising the

ductility of the alloy, in comparisonwith the CrFeCoNiMEA. In

contrast, Wang et al. [167], found that the addition of 2.4 at.%

of Al did not lead to a substantial increase in the hardness, as

both CrFeCoNi and Al0.1CrFeCoNi alloys exhibited Vickers

hardness of ~120 HV. Du et al. [168] showed that adding a Cu

concentration lower than 5 at.%, the Cu atom dissolved in the

fcc matrix. As the concentration of Cu was increased, it pro-

vided a solid-solution strengthening effect in the fcc matrix,

since its atomic radius is larger. When the Cu concentration

was increased to ~3 at.%, the elongation decreased 31% while

the YS and UTS were increased. The solid-solution hardening

for other substitutional elements has also been investigated

for these alloys, including: Ti [169,170], Mn [171,172], V

[173,174], and Nb [175e177].

Despite these experimental results, determining the pre-

cise contribution of solid-solution strengthening in MPEAs is

still considered a challenge as the idea of “solute” and “sol-

vent” lose their conventional meaning [42]. However, when

considering Cr, Fe, Co and Ni, they present similarities

regarding their atomic sizes and a nearly equal to zero mixing

enthalpies of different atom-pair of these four elements.

Therefore, when incorporating in the CrFeCoNi matrix sub-

stitutional elements, in concentrations as low as 5 at.%, of an

atom that clearly differs from the matrix, such as Mo, a

standard model for substitutional solid-solution strength-

ening based on dislocation-solute elastic interaction can be

used to assess the contribution of solution strengthening

associated with the substitutional element [178]. Varvenne

et al. [179] proposed a general theory for the solid-solution

strengthening of fcc HEAs. They suggested that strength-

ening is achieved, mainly, due to dislocation interactions with

the random local concentration fluctuations around the

average composition, even though such fluctuations may be

difficult to measure. Their work also contributed for
understanding relevant points regarding the strengthening of

these alloys including the influence of the: number of ele-

ments main elements, equiatomic compositions, stacking-

fault energy, and shear modulus.

2.3.3.2. Second phase/precipitation strengthening. Precipitates
formed during material processing are a good way to syn-

chronously improve the strength and often ductility of

Cantor-derived MEAs [88,180,181]. The controlled precipita-

tion of second phases in single-phase fcc MEAs that exhibit

outstanding ductility but low strength for certain practical

applications has been considered as a promising strategy to

produce alloys with superior properties [182]. With this sce-

nario, the CrFeCoNi is the preferred Cantor-derived MEA to be

used as base metal (matrix) although some research using

other Cantor-derived MEAs as matrix can also be found

[102,183]. Figure 18 presents the effect on the room tempera-

ture yield strength, ultimate tensile strength, and elongation

achieved in the CrFeCoNi alloy by the precipitation of different

second phases.

Precipitation strengthening by introducing dispersed hard

L12-structured gamma prime (g0) particles into the CrFeCoNi

fcc matrix (g phase) has been recently reported [169,184e186].

This type of strengthening mechanism may be favored by the

CrFeCoNimatrix as Co is known to be a stabilizer of g0 while Fe

and Cr can improve the ductility of the g0 phase [187,188].

Zheng et al. [184] doped the CrFeCoNi matrix with Al (in Ni:Al

ratio¼ 3:1) to produceNi3Al as strengthening phase. Similarly,

Han et al. [185] elected to use Ti as an addition as this would

give rise to Ni3Ti g0 precipitates. One dubious aspect is that

both precipitates can hinder twin nucleation and growth in

the CrFeCoNi alloy [169]. The influence of coherent pre-

cipitates on twinning in conventional Ni- andMg-based alloys

has been previously examined, but no conclusive answers

were obtained [189e191]. Yang et al. [192] suggested that

twinning rarely occurs in FeCoNi-basedMEAs strengthened by

coherent g0 precipitates. They showed that stacking faults

would prevail rather than twins when the alloy is deformed at
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Fig. 20 e Variation in the yield strength as a function of the

mean grain size in the CrCoNi MEA, showing a comparison

of the Hall-Petch relationship for a series of different fcc

alloys. Adapted from [210].
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cryogenic temperatures, and that the g0 precipitate might

hinder the formation of twins. However, Tong et al. [169]

found microtwins in a precipitation-strengthened

CrFeCoNiTi0.2 when such an alloy is deformed at �196 �C; it
was proposed that the chemical ordering of g0 particles might

markedly increase the energy barrier for twin nucleation.

He et al. [193] simultaneously doped the CrFeCoNi-matrix

with Al and Ti. They observed that two types of precipitates

were formed for different aging times and temperatures,

ranging from 0.5 to 48 h and at 700 �C up to 900 �C respectively.

Nanosized, coherent L12-Ni3(Ti, Al) precipitates and L21-(Ni,

Co)2TiAl Heusler phase were formed and found to contribute

to strengthening. However, the brittle Heusler particles were

also considered as the primary cause for the loss in ductility

shown by this alloy. The volume fraction of Ni3(Ti, Al)-type

precipitates can be increased with increasing Ti and Al addi-

tions, but excessive additions of these two elements also

promotes the formation of brittle micrometer-sized (Ni, Co)2-
TiAl Heusler phase, which significantly compromises the al-

loy's tensile ductility. Figure 19 presents a schematic

illustration of the evolution of the precipitates in terms of the

degree of Al and Ti additions as well as the aging conditions.

Other precipitate-forming elements added to improve the

yield strength of the CrFeCoNi-matrix are Mo, Nb, and Cu

[166,194e198]. Mo-doping resulted in the precipitation of

extremely hard topologically close-packed phases (tcp) such as

m and s, as observed by Liu et al. [166]. Although brittle, these

intermetallic phases are known to exhibit hardness values up

to 15 GPa [199]. On the other hand, the addition of Nb as a

precipitating element resulted in a Laves phase imbedded in

the fcc matrix. With the increase in Nb-doping, the volume

fraction of the hard and highly brittle Laves phase increased,

leading to a marked decline in ductility [197]. However, it was

shown that in compression the strength of this could reach

2.5 GPa with an associated fracture strain of ~28%.

2.3.3.3. Grain-boundary strengthening. We have described so

far how the addition of new elements can be utilized as an

important strategy to enhance, or at least influence, the me-

chanical properties of the Cantor-derived MEAs. However,

tailoring of the microstructure may be another way of

improving the mechanical properties of these alloys

[200e202]. In this scenario, grain refinement is an important

mechanism for the strengthening of metallic alloys, as the

grain boundaries act as strong obstacles to dislocationmotion

[97]. Severe plastic deformation is one of the most powerful

techniques to achieve ultrafine-grained or even nanocrystal-

line materials; this has been successfully applied in medium-

and high-entropy alloys, especially through the use of high-

pressure torsion (HPT) [203e209].

Gubicza et al. [207] investigated the microstructure and

hardness evolution of a CrFeCoNi alloy processed by an HPT

technique and compared the results with those obtained for

the Cantor alloy processed under the same conditions. The

authors found out that up to 20 turns of HPT at room tem-

perature introduced a high shear strain that resulted in a

saturation grain size of ~80 ± 10 nm. The observed shear strain

was found to be almost three times higher than that observed

for the Cantor alloy, although the saturation hardness was

almost the same for both alloys, i.e., ~5.1 GPa, which they
associated with the close values of twin fault probability

exhibited by these alloys. Yoshida et al. [208] produced HPT-

processed samples of CrCoNi with grain sizes varying from

100-500 mm to 200e300 nm, in order to assess the friction

stress and Hall-Petch relationship in this alloy. They clarified

that the friction stress of this alloy was much higher than

conventional fcc puremetals and even the Cantor alloy, which

they attributed to the fluctuation in the Peierls potential for

dislocation motion.

Gigax et al. [75] used a different severe plastic deformation

(SPD) technique to produce an ultrafine grained CrMnFeNi

alloy. Significant refinement of the grain size was observed for

all processing conditions, with an average obtained grain size

as low as 95 nm compared to 232 mm for the reference con-

dition. This resulted in a substantial increase in hardness (up

to 4.9 GPa), a tensile yield strength (up to 780 MPa), and ulti-

mate tensile strength (up to 810 MPa) against ~2.8 GPa,

230 MPa, and 450 MPa for the unprocessed condition, respec-

tively. However, all the SPD conditions exhibited a major

deterioration in ductility, from about 28% to only 1.45%.

Indeed, this is a universal characteristic of metals subjected to

SPD. The drastic decrease of ductility is primarily due to the

decrease in work hardening. The small grains provide dislo-

cation sinks and their density does not increase with strain.

Thus, tensile instability sets in right away.

2.3.3.4. Heterogeneous grain structure. A drawback of many

nanocrystalline materials is the aforementioned lack of suf-

ficient ductility. An interesting way to overcome this problem

and obtain a superior strength-ductility synergy was obtained

in CrCoNi alloys [210,211]. Lu et al. [210] produced several

homogeneous and heterogeneous grain structures through

heavy deformation and subsequent annealing treatment.

They showed that the heavily deformed alloy, cold-rolled 90%,

exhibited an excellent yield strength of ~1.6 GPa, but with a

poor ductility of ~3%. The fully recrystallized structure fol-

lowed the Hall-Petch relationship, as observed previously by

Yoshida et al. [208] and shown in Fig. 20. However, the

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.01.118
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partially recrystallized anneal resulted in a microstructure

abundant in recrystallization twins and multiple grain sizes,

which enhanced both strength and ductility; this is also pre-

sented in Fig. 20. The superb strength-ductility synergy

observed in the heterogeneous structure compared to a nano-

grained and/or ultrafine-grained structure can be explained in

terms of the high density of geometrically necessary disloca-

tions that are generated to accommodate the strain gradient

that results from the incompatibility of hard and soft domains

in the heterogeneous structure [212,213]. Wu and Zhu [214]

showed that in heterogeneous materials, the plastic strain

gradient results in a back stress due to the pileup of disloca-

tions in the interface of these soft and hard domains; this

results in back stress-induced hardening during tensile

deformation. Similarly, this effect has been shown to effec-

tively hinder necking, thus improving the uniform ductility,

during tensile testing of dual-phase steels [215e217]. Yang

et al. [211] pointed out that despite the CrCoNi alloy being a

single-phase fcc alloy, the same mechanism that is observed

in dual-phase steels would occur. They specifically discuss the

predominant role of low stacking-fault energy, which favors

the formation of twins during recrystallization as well as

deformation twins and stacking faults during tensile strain-

ing, that combine results in thismicrostructural heterogeneity

and superb strength-ductility relationship.
3. Final remarks

Extensive work involving experimental, theoretical and

simulation studies, has been performed, in particular over the

past decade, to explore the composition, microstructure,

phase stability and mechanical behavior of high-entropy al-

loys and other multiple principal element materials. Indeed,

this has become one of the dominant fields of metallurgy with

continuous development and discoveries that must be un-

derstood and explored in depth. In this brief review, we have

examined such research specifically with respect to the

medium-entropy alloys derived from the original CrMnFeCoNi

Cantor alloy, as this has been a particularly active topic for

both experimental and atomic simulation studies. However,

there are still many issues with these MEAs that warrant

significant further investigation. To conclude this review, we

briefly describe some of these topics.

(1) Theoretical studies relating to the microstructure/me-

chanical property relationships still need to be further

explored. In particular the serration behavior on stress-

strain curves in these alloys should be intensively

studied and understood. The fact that such serrations

are often reported at liquid helium temperatures but

not at 77 K (liquid nitrogen temperatures), and whether

they are mechanically- or thermally-induced, has still

not been fully explained. The investigation of the ten-

sion versus compression behavior over a wide range of

strain rates and temperatures is also still incomplete.

Massive twinning could be a possible cause. These

topics speak to the vital question of the nature and

sequence of the deformation mechanisms in these al-

loys, which are the fundamental key to underlying their
strength, ductility and toughness properties, all of

which are essential if MEAs are to be seriously consid-

ered for future industrial structural applications.

(2) Among the 15 equiatomic Cantor-derived MEAs, the

ternary CrCoNi and quaternary CrFeCoNi are those that

have exhibited the most remarkable properties. Indeed,

the strength-toughness properties of the CrCoNi exceed

those reported for the vast majority of important engi-

neering materials, including their “parent,” the Cantor

alloy. The CrFeCoNi alloy displays an impressive stabil-

ity of the fcc phase which has made it the focus of

attention of many research studies aiming to overcome

the strength-ductility trade-off by the addition of

precipitating elements. However, this is not the only

strategy to enhance the mechanical properties of the

Cantor-derivedMEAsas solid solution, grain refinement,

and heterogeneous grain structure have been shown to

have an impact on their behavior. On the other hand,

there is still only sparse information of the other ternary

derivatives of the Cantor alloy, specifically the CrFeCo,

CrMnCo, MnFeCo, CrMnFe, and CrMnNi alloys.

(3) From a scientific perspective, there is still uncertainty

concerning the existence, effect and mechanisms of

local ordering in these alloys, indeed in all multiple

principal element alloys which involve non-dilute solid

solutions. Such ordering has been clearly demonstrated

with density-functional theory andmolecular dynamics

Monte Carlo simulations, but these do not always accu-

rately reflect real materials at conventional tempera-

turesandstrain rates.Althoughrecentstudieshavebeen

able to directly observe such local order in certain

CrCoNi-based alloys, the kinetics of such ordering is still

not clear andmore importantly its effect on the resulting

mechanical properties, not to mention the salient

mechanisms involved, is still a contentious issue.

Without such information, it is still not known whether

the notion of “tailoring disorder with order” is a viable

proposition for improving the properties of these alloys.
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